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Antenna mechanical pose measurement has always been a
crucial issue for radio frequency (RF) engineers, owning to
the need for mechanical pose adjustment to satisfy the chang⁃
ing surroundings. Traditionally, the pose is estimated in the
contact way with the help of many kinds of measuring equip⁃
ment, but the measurement accuracy cannot be well assured
in this way. We propose a non ⁃ contact measuring system
based on Structure from Motion (SfM) in the field of photo⁃
grammetry. The accurate pose would be estimated by only tak⁃
ing several images of the antenna and after some easy interac⁃
tion on the smartphone. Extensive experiments show that the
error ranges of antenna’s downtilt and heading are within 2
degrees and 5 degrees respectively, with the shooting distance
in 25 m. The GPS error is also under 5 meters with this
shooting distance. We develop the measuring applications
both in PC and android smartphones and the results can be
computed within 3 minutes on both platforms. The proposed
system is quite safe, convenient and efficient for engineers to
use in their daily work. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first pipeline that solves the antenna pose measuring prob⁃
lem by the photogrammetry method on the mobile platform.
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1 Introduction
ue to the increase of mobile phone users, more
and more GSM antennas need to be set up in pop⁃
ulous regions. At the same time, the maintenance
of a large number of antennas has been a difficult

issue for radio frequency (RF) engineers.

Mechanical pose measurement is crucial for antenna man⁃
agement because any minor mechanical pose adjustment may
cause big changes of antenna radiation patterns. Specifically,
the mechanical pose of an antenna includes the heading, down⁃
tilt, Global Position System (GPS) location, and altitude. The
heading is the horizontal angle of the antenna relative to true
north and the downtilt is antenna’s downward angle skews
from the radial which is vertical to the ground in 3D space. RF
engineers need to adjust these two angles according to sur⁃
rounding changes, therefore, the two angles are the most vital
parameters of the pose measurement. Fig. 1 shows the mechan⁃
ical parameters of an ordinary GSM sector antenna.

In traditional ways, RF engineers usually need to climb up
towers to measure antenna poses, helped with many kinds of
measuring tools like [1]. There are several drawbacks of this
contact ⁃ type measuring way, which requires that engineers
must contact antennas closely enough to get the parameters.
The biggest risk is the security of engineers. Although wearing
safety equipment, it is still dangerous for engineers to climb up
tall towers with various structures. The measuring error is an⁃
other problem, because the installation of measuring tools is
easily affected by the human factor. Minor mounting displace⁃
ment of the tools may lead to different measuring results. More⁃
over, equipment expenses, tools and personnel placement also
make the measurement a costly procedure. Owing to all the dis⁃
advantages, it is not so plausible for engineers to measure an⁃
tenna poses in a contact⁃type measuring way.

We want to solve the measuring problem in photogrammetry
way. That is, engineers only need to use mobile phones to take
several images of the antenna and well estimate the antenna
pose well by easy interaction with the related applications. It is
quite different from the traditional ways because engineers do
not need to get close to the antenna anymore and remote mea⁃
surement is available in this photogrammetry way.

We propose a measuring system based on Structure from Mo⁃
tion (SfM). SfM could estimate 3D structures from 2D image se⁃
quences. At the same time, the intrinsic and extrinsic parame⁃
ters of each camera corresponding to each photo is calculated
and we can reconstruct the object we want to obtain the anten⁃
na pose.

By the proposed way, engineers first take 5 to 10 images of
an antenna and store the pose of the smart phone at the mo⁃
ment each image is taken. This pose is relative to the geodetic
coordinate system. The quality of images should be guaran⁃
teed, which means there is not too much noise or motion blur
in the images. Second, SfM is performed by these images. We
can get the necessary information of every camera by this pro⁃
cedure. Third, we calculate the rotation, scale, translation
transformation parameters from the SfM outputs and poses of
the smart phone. These transformation parameters intend to
transform the structures from SfM coordinate to geocentric co⁃
ordinate. Fourth, engineers are guided to draw the bounding
box of the antenna in each image and line extraction algorithm
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will be performed to show the ID of each line in the small se⁃
lected image. Finally, by choosing the corresponding lines of
the antenna in each image as inputs, the triangulation of the
corresponding lines and points will provide the final pose of
the antenna.

In Section 2, we give an overview of SfM and characteristics
of various SfM algorithms. In Section 3, the whole photogram⁃
metry⁃based measuring system is illustrated in detail. Section
4 validates our algorithms in indoor and outdoor datasets. We
perform comprehensive experiments in different environments
and analyze the experiment results. We conclude the paper in
Section 5.

2 Structure from Motion

2.1 Motivation
In multi ⁃ view geometry, if we want to reconstruct the 3D

shape of any object from 2D images, we have to know the in⁃
trinsic and extrinsic parameters of each camera. The phone
that we use to capture the images provides some intrinsic pa⁃
rameters like focal length and pixel coordinates of principal
points (could be computed from the image size). The extrinsic
parameters, including 3D position and rotation matrix around
the geodetic coordinate frame, can also be obtained by built⁃in
sensors of the phone. However, the accuracy of these parame⁃
ters cannot satisfy the need for reconstruction of the target. For
example, the highest accuracy of GPS location of a smartphone
is no better than 3 meters, even though corrected by over ten
GPS satellites.

SfM can solve this problem because only images are re⁃
quired for the calculation of the parameters of each camera.
We can use these parameters to triangulate the object we want
and then transform the pose of the object from SfM coordinate
system to geodetic coordinate system.
2.2 Pipeline of SfM

SfM for computer vision has received tremendous attention
in the last decade. The proposed methods can be divided into
two classes: sequential methods and global methods.

Sequential methods start from recon⁃
struction of two or three views, then incre⁃
mentally add new views into a merged rep⁃
resentation. Bundler [2] is one of the most
widely used sequential pipelines. Howev⁃
er, there are several drawbacks of sequen⁃
tial methods. The quality of reconstruction
is heavily affected by the choice of the ini⁃
tial images and the order of the subse⁃
quent image additions. Another disadvan⁃
tage is that sequential methods are tend to
suffer from the drift due to the accumula⁃
tion of errors and cycle closures of the

camera trajectory is hard to handle. The running speed of se⁃
quential methods is also a slow procedure, especially dealing
with large image datasets.

Global methods have better performance than sequential
ones. The classical pipeline of global methods can be summa⁃
rized as following procedures.

1) Feature detection and matching
To find the correspondences between images, local corner

features are detected and described. Scale ⁃ Invariant Feature
Transform (SIFT) [3] is one of the most widely used feature de⁃
tectors. These features are usually described as high ⁃ dimen⁃
sion vectors and can be matched by their differences. Howev⁃
er, some of the matched features are incorrectly matched.
These mismatches are called outliers and needed to be fil⁃
tered. For example, Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) [4]
is often used to efficiently remove these outliers and keep the
inliers in a certain probability.

2) Relative pose estimation
Given 2D ⁃ 2D point correspondences between two images,

we could recover the relative positions and orientation of the
camera as well as the positions of the points (up to an unknown
global scale factor) by the two⁃view geometry theory. Specifical⁃
ly, the essential matrix relating a pair of calibrated views can
be estimated from eight or more point correspondences by solv⁃
ing a linear equation and the essential matrix could be decom⁃
posed to relative camera orientation and position. This issue is
well illustrated by Hartley et al [5].

3) Absolute pose estimation
This procedure aims to robustly recover the absolute global

pose of each camera from relative camera motions. Because of
the fact that the relative rotation can be estimated much more
precisely than relative translation even for small baselines, the
global rotation averaging can be performed beforehand and
then the translation averaging can compute the absolute trans⁃
lation with the orientations fixed. Essential matrices only deter⁃
mine camera positions in a parallel rigid graph, so essential
matrix based methods [6], [7] are usually ill⁃posed at collinear
camera motion. In another way, trifocal tensor based methods
[8], [9] are robust to collinear motion because relative scales of
translations are encoded in a trifocal tensor.
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▲Figure 1. The downtilt, heading, location and height of an antenna.
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4) Bundle adjustment
SfM gives an initial estimation of each camera’s projection

matrices and also the 3D points from images features. Howev⁃
er, it is still necessary to refine this estimation using iterative
non⁃linear optimization method. Bundle adjustment is defined
as the problem of refining the 3D points of the scene and the
intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of each camera, according to
the optimal criterion involving the corresponding image projec⁃
tions of all points. The Levenberg⁃Marquardt (LM) based algo⁃
rithm [10] is the most popular method for solving non ⁃ linear
least squares problems and the choice for bundle adjustment.

3 Measurement System
Our photography based measurement system can be imple⁃

mented by the following steps: 1) taking 5 to 10 sequential im⁃
ages of an antenna and storing the poses of the phone relative
to the geodetic coordinate system; 2) performing SfM on the im⁃
ages taken from the antenna; 3) estimating the rotation, scale
and translation transformation parameters which convert the
structures from SfM space to geodetic space; 4) selecting the
small image of the antenna from each image, performing line
extraction and choosing the corresponding lines of the antenna;
5) triangulating the line correspondences and estimating down⁃
tilt and heading; 6) triangulating the point correspondences
and calculating the GPS and height. Fig. 2 shows the whole
pipeline of the measurment system.
3.1 Structure from Motion

Users need to take sequential images that include n differ⁃
ent views of the antenna by the smartphone. Meanwhile the cor⁃
responding text file of each image is created, which stores cam⁃
era poses, including rotation matrices, GPS, and height. We
can get the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of each camera
by SfM. Fig. 3 shows the output of SfM procedure. The points

in white show the outline of the scene and the points in green
are the cameras’positions.
3.2 Coordinate Transformation

3.2.1 SfM and Geodetic Coordinate System
Because cameras’parameters are estimated in the so⁃called

SfM space, all the extrinsic parameters are relative to the SfM
coordinate system. On the other hand, at the moment we take
the images of the target, we can store the camera’s parameters,
including rotation matrices, GPS and height, which are relative
to the geodetic coordinate system. Fig. 4a shows the geodetic
coordinate system and Fig. 4b shows the device coordinate sys⁃
tem. Android Application Program Interfaces (APIs) provide

the access to get the camera pose of the
device relative to the geodetic coordinate
system.

In order to transform the structures
from SfM coordinate system to geodetic
coordinate system as precisely as possi⁃
ble, we estimate the rotation transforma⁃
tion, scale transformation and tranlation
transformation seperately.
3.2.2 Rotation, Scale and Translation

Transformation
For each pair of cameras in SfM space

and geodetic space, we can directly esti⁃
mate the rotation transformation:

Rtrans =Rgeo*R-1
SfM, ⑴

where Rgeo and RsfM are the rotation matri⁃
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▲Figure 2. The pipeline of the photography measurement system.
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ces relative to the SfM coordinate system and geodetic coordi⁃
nate system respectively. Because we take several images of
the target, we can calculate several Rtrans as the same number of
images. We decompose each Rtrans into three angles in the way
Rtrans =Rz*Ry*Rx (each rotation matrix can be decomposed into
three angles in any combination of Rx , Ry and Rz ). Then all
the Rx , Ry and Rz will be averaged respectively and the finalRtrans is reconstructed.

GPS is a global navigation satellite system that provides geo⁃
location in the form of degrees. Because both the scale and
translation transformation should be calculated in Euclidean
space, we need to convent each camera’s GPS location into
Xi , Yi in the 2⁃D Cartesian coordinate system in the form of
meters. Compared to latitude and longitude, Xi and Yi is a
horizontal position representation measured in meter. We
leave alone the Z coordinate, thus the transformation equation
is given by:
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where xi and yi are the values of the X and Y coordinates of
each camera in SfM space, which have been rotated by the rota⁃
tion transformation matrices and n is the number of images.
S stands for the scale coefficient. Tx and Ty are the transl⁃
ation parameters. QR decomposition (a decomposition of a ma⁃
trix A into a product A =QR of an orthogonal matrix Q and
an upper triangular matrix R ) or Singular Value Decomposi⁃
tion (SVD) can easily solve this linear system to get the scale

and translation parameters.
3.3 Line Extraction

In order to get the correspondences of
the lines which stand for the same con⁃
tour line in each image, we have to ex⁃
tract the lines from antenna images.
There are too many lines of the whole im⁃
age, but what we only need is several con⁃
tour lines’parameters of the antenna.
Therefore, it is reasonable for the users to
select the bounding box of the antenna
and perform line extraction on these
small pictures.

Line segment detection in images has
been extensively studied in computer vi⁃
sion. Traditional methods like Hough

transform [11] or its variants [12], [13] cannot satisfy the ro⁃
bustness requirement under different circumstances. We use a
latest algorithm named Line Segment Detector (LSD) [14],
[15], which is a linear ⁃ time segment detector giving subpixel
results without parameter tuning.

The LSD algorithm extracts line segments in three steps: 1)
partitioning the images into line ⁃ support regions by grouping
connected pixels that share the same gradient angle up to a cer⁃
tain tolerance; 2) finding the line segment that best approxi⁃
mates each line⁃support region; 3) validating or not each line
segment based on the information in the line ⁃ support region.
We exact and show the longest ten lines of each bounding box
and manually input the ID of the corresponding contour line in
the image. Finally the corresponding line data set is denoted as
{ l0, l1, ... ln - 1 }.
3.4 Line Triangulation and Angle Output

We suppose a set of n corresponding lines are all visible in
n perspective images. Our goal is to recover the 3D pose of the
antenna with known cameras’parameters and these line corre⁃
spondences. We take three views of the images for explanation.
As shown in Fig. 5, the planes back⁃projected from the lines in
each view must all meet in a single line L in space and con⁃
versely the 3D line projects to corresponding lines l0 , l1 and
l2 in these three images. This geometric property can be tran⁃
slated to an algebraic constraint, namely the trifocal tensor
[16].

We use the method in [17] to perform line triangulation. The
trifocal tensor matrix W is given by:

W =
é

ë

ê
êê
ê

ù

û

ú
úú
ú

l0*P0
l1*P1
l2*P2

, ⑶

where P0 , P1 and P2 are the projection matrices of these
three images. Let Xa = v(:,3) and Xb = v(:,4) , where
[ ]u, s, v = SVD(W) . Xa and Xb can be regarded as two 3D
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▲Figure 4. Transformation between two coordinate systems.
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points. After transforming the two points by rotation transforma⁃
tion matrices, the downtilt and heading can be calculated.
What’s more, there are C3

n angles if we choose three arbitrary
views of all the images. The final output could be averaged by
these angles.
3.5 Point Triangulation and GPS Computation

Line triangulation cannot give the 3D coordinate of the an⁃
tenna, so we try to triangulate the point correspondences to es⁃
timate the GPS and height. As shown in Fig. 6, the triangula⁃
tion of points requires computing the intersection of two known
rays in space and the point correspondence x↔ x' defines
the rays. Fig. 6a shows the theory of epipolar constraint. If the
projection point x is known, then the epipolar line l' is known
and the point X projects into the right image on a point x'
which must lie on this particular epipolar line. It can be formu⁃
lated by the equation x'TFx = 0 , where F is the fundamental
matrix given by the two cameras’parameters.

To get point correspondence, we randomly choose two imag⁃
es to get the known matching line segments l↔ l' and the pro⁃
jection matrices of the two views. For the segment l ’s end
point a in Fig. 7a, we can calculate the corresponding epipo⁃

lar line in Fig. 7b. This epipolar line intersects with l' on the
point a' . In this way, we can get two point correspondences
a↔ a' and b↔ b' , as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 6b tells the basic principle of point triangulation. There
are many algorithms we can adopt for triangulation. We devel⁃
op the iterative linear method in [18], which is efficient and ac⁃
curate enough. The 3D coordinate of the antenna is defined as
the middle point of the points A and B triangulated in 3D
space. We use the scale and translation transformation parame⁃
ters to transform the 3D coordinate and the GPS location can
be calculated by re⁃projecting the values of meters to degrees.
As for height, we assume all the pictures are taken on the same
altitude and the height of the antenna can be directly given by
the translation transformation.

4 Experiments
We implement the system on a PC and a smartphone. The

PC has an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5⁃4590 3.30 GHz CPU with dual⁃
core processors and 8 GB memory. The smartphone is ZTE
A2017 which has a Qualcomm snapdragon 820 2.2 GHz CPU
with quad⁃core processors and the 3GB RAM.

Two representative data sets are used
to perform the experiments: an indoor an⁃
tenna dataset and an outdoor antenna da⁃
taset. For each dataset we take 6 images
of the antenna target. All the images
have the resolution of 4160 × 3120 ppi.
We develop multi ⁃ thread programs to
speed up the feature extraction proce⁃
dures, which makes the running time on
the PC and smartphone can be within 2
minutes and 3 minutes respectively, in⁃
cluding the time used for interaction.
4.1 Indoor Antenna Dataset

We set up an antenna for the experi⁃
ments and put it in an indoor environ⁃
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▲Figure 5. The line L in 3D space is triangulated as the corresponding
triplet l0 ↔ l1 ↔ l2 in three views indicated by their camera centers
{ C0,C1,C2 } and image planes.

▲Figure 6. a) A ray in 3D space is defined by the first camera center C and x . This ray is imaged
as an epipolar line l' in the second view. The point X in 3D space which projects to x must lie on
this ray, so the corresponding point x' must lie on l' . b) Triangulation.
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ment. In order to test the antenna with different poses, we take
several images of the antenna with various downtilts from 3∘ to
12∘ , as shown in Fig. 8.

Only the downtilt and heading of the antenna could be esti⁃
mated because there is no GPS signal in the indoor environ⁃
ment. On the other hand, we use different photography meth⁃
ods to take images of the antenna by the distance of 4 m. The
poses of the smartphone relative to the geodetic coordinate sys⁃
tem can be decomposed to three angles. In the proposed pho⁃
tography method, 3d representatives that we fix these three an⁃
gles of each smartphone to (110∘,0∘,90∘) , with the help of a tr⁃
ipod standing; 2d means that only the latter two angles are
fixed; 0d means that all the three angles could be different. Ta⁃
bles 1 and 2 shows the experiment results based on the indoor
datasets, where T and H stand for downtilt and heading respec⁃
tively.

The experiment results based on the indoor antenna dataset
show that different photography methods do not have an evi⁃

dent influence on the estimation accuracy. Downtilt errors are
within 1∘ in different results, which are fairly accurate. Howev⁃
er, heading errors are larger than the downtilt ones and the ab⁃
solute error is within 5∘ . Fig. 9 shows how the antenna’s
downtil affects the average measuring results, especially for
the heading errors. We can clearly find that as the downtilt of
the antenna increases, the accuracy of the heading also increas⁃
es. It is because that the estimation error of the heading is inev⁃
itable; when the target is almost vertical to the ground, a minor
displacement of the estimated pose will lead to a big error of
the heading. In extreme cases, when the target is vertical to the
ground, its heading is an almost random value.
4.2 Outdoor Antenna Dataset

We also perform the experiments in an outdoor environment
to testify the valid photographic distances and the stability in
different environments. We take one of the environments as an
example. The spot for photography is the rooftop of one of ZTE

buildings (Fig. 10). The red box in the fig⁃
ure is the target antenna.

In this dataset, the photographic dis⁃
tance ranges from 4 m to 30 m. Because it
is an outdoor environment, the GPS loca⁃
tion and height of the smartphone can be
stored and we can analyze the accuracy of
these parameters. The antenna’s downtilt
and heading is 11° and 180° respective⁃
ly. The true value of the longitude is
108.827717 and the latitude value is
34.098142. The altitude is 415 m. Table
3 shows the measuring results.

According to the results of Table 3 and
Fig. 11, the system always gives an accu⁃
rate downtilt at any distance within 30 m.
Within this shooting distance, the head⁃
ing error is below 5∘ . However, when the
distance becomes farther, the accuracy of
heading gets lower and more unstable too.
This is because when the shooting dis⁃
tance is too far, the contour line of the an⁃
tenna becomes smaller and the error of
the line’s parameters is bigger. The GPS
is also within 5 m in this photography dis⁃
tance range. However, the accuracy of the
height is rather low because of the inaccu⁃
racy of the built ⁃ in sensors of the smart⁃
phone. For example, when we take 5 imag⁃
es for the antenna target on the platform
at the same altitude, we find that the 5 al⁃
titude values stored by the phone vary a
lot and are not consistent with the ground
truth. This inaccuracy of the raw data
leads to the error of the final altitude of
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▲Figure 8. Indoor antenna images.

▼Table 1. Experiment results based on the indoor antenna dataset: the values of downtilt

True value (°)
T
36
9
12
15

H
316
317
318
318
320

0d
Result (°)
2.824
5.982
8.550
11.975
14.872

Error (°)
0.176
0.018
0.450
0.025
0.129

2d
Result (°)
2.643
5.574
8.489
12.188
14.663

Error (°)
0.357
0.426
0.511
0.188
0.337

3d
Result (°)
2.689
5.774
8.484
12.507
14.157

Error (°)
0.311
0.226
0.516
0.507
0.844

Error average
(°)

0.281
0.223
0.492
0.240
0.436

▼Table 2. Experiment results based on the indoor antenna dataset: the values of heading

True value (°)
T
36
9
12
15

H
316
317
318
318
320

0d
Result (°)
314.513
314.542
314.060
316.468
319.239

Error (°)
1.487
2.458
3.940
1.532
0.761

2d
Result (°)
311.253
314.007
316.146
318.755
319.947

Error (°)
4.747
2.993
1.854
0.755
0.053

3d
Result (°)
311.090
314.907
316.404
322.213
316.660

Error (°)
4.910
2.093
1.596
4.213
3.340

Average error
(°)

3.715
2.514
2.463
2.167
1.385
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the antenna.
We suggest that the photography distance is in the range of

3 m to 25 m and the number of the images should be more than
5 and less than 10 considering both the accuracy and efficien⁃
cy. The image quality should be good. In particular, the con⁃
tour lines of the antenna should be distinct and easy for extrac⁃
tion. The moving distance between two shooting spots should
be from 0.3 m to 1 m, because too small or too big moving dis⁃
tances will increase the failure risk of Structure from Motion.

5 Conclusions
We propose a photogrammetry⁃based antenna pose measur⁃

ing system, which only requires antenna engineers to take sev⁃
eral images of the antenna and some easy interaction with the

application on the smart phone. The ex⁃
periment results show that within the dis⁃
tance of less than 30 m, the downtilt error
is in the range of 2∘ . Owing to the physi⁃
cal property of the heading, within the
distance of 25 m, its error is in the range
of 5∘ , bigger than the downtilt error. The
GPS error is within 5 m when the GPS in⁃
formation is well corrected by satellites
after several minutes. The altitude results
can just be regarded as a reference be⁃
cause the altitudes captured by the
phone are too noisy.

The proposed system presents many
advantages. With it, engineers do not
have to wear the equipment, climb up the
stairs and contact the antenna to measure
the pose. What they only need is taking
photos, touching the screen and waiting
for about 3 minutes, and then the fairly
accurate results will be estimated. It is
safe, easy, economic and efficient. We be⁃
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▲Figure 9. The relationship between the downtilt of antenna and
average measuring error.

▲Figure 10. The rooftop of one ZTE building.

▼Table 3. Results of the outdoor antenna dataset

Short⁃distance

Distance (m)

4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30

Downtilt
Result (°)
11.317
11.623
11.389
11.910
11.101
11.159
11.239
11.388
11.606
11.332
11.534
11.631
11.517
11.673

Error (°)
0.317
0.623
0.389
0.910
0.101
0.159
0.239
0.388
0.606
0.332
0.534
0.631
0.517
0.673

Heading
Result (°)
178.509
178.993
178.774
181.284
179.571
181.577
183.794
184.699
182.926
178.411
176.466
177.724
175.148
183.964

Error (°)
1.491
1.007
1.226
1.284
0.429
1.577
3.794
4.699
2.926
1.589
3.534
2.276
4.852
3.964

Longitude
result

108.827724
108.827728
108.827733
108.827735
108.827734
108.827746
108.827755
108.827742
108.827710
108.827735
108.827697
108.827716
108.827734
108.827747

Latitude
result

34.098129
34.098129
34.098131
34.098137
34.098138
34.098133
34.098147
34.098126
34.098130
34.098135
34.098118
34.098181
34.098174
34.098168

GPS
error
0.805
3.173
2.423
2.587
1.957
4.506
2.587
5.106
4.717
3.958
3.518
4.120
4.356
5.170

Altitude

416.767
414.408
418.637
410.937
406.251
406.005
406.087
407.377
411.204
415.548
407.194
416.653
407.903
416.767

▲Figure 11. The relationship between photographic distance and angle
measuring error.
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lieve that the proposed system can work in many measuring cir⁃
cumstances and help save many resources for the industry.
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